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Gordon Jacob (): Sonatina for Oboe and Harpsichord (or Piano) (). 1. Adagio 2. Allegro giocoso 3. Lento alla sarabanda
4. Allegro molto vivace Sandro Caldini, oboe Fulvio Caldini.

Sonata for Viola and Piano, Op. The composer lived to complete his Viola Sonata, but just barely. He wrote it
between April and June of , and continued to make changes and corrections until August 5. Shostakovich
"wrote to [Fyodor Druzhinin, , violist and dedicatee of the sonata] on 22 July that the score would not be ready
until the beginning of August and that he hoped to check out of the hospital a couple of weeks after that. It
appears he actually was released for a day or two at the beginning of the month, but after suffering respiratory
seizures that intimated another heart attack, he was readmitted to the hospital on 4 August for tests. By now,
the cancer had metastasized to his liver. The condition of his heart and lungs was deteriorating. Touched at the
discovery that Shostakovich had dedicated the score to him, Druzhinin hurried home to rehearse intensively
with his accompanist, Mikhail Muntyan, in anticipation of playing for the composer at the earliest possible
opportunity. That opportunity never came. Druzhinin and Muntyan also made the first recording of the sonata.
Shostakovich advised Druzhinin that the first movement was a novella, the second a scherzo and the third a
radiant adagio in memory of Beethoven. All three movements end with the performance direction morendo
dying away. Throughout the thirty-minute work both viola and piano remain almost constantly in the lower
range. The writing is unfailingly spare in texture and austere in tone. Critic Andrew Porter, reviewing the New
York premiere in December of , described the music as "musical discourse pared down to the essential notes;
some pages of the score resemble those schematic representations of say, a Beethoven sonata reduced to its
structural elements. This rocking figure reappears periodically throughout the movement, sometimes in the
viola, sometimes in the piano. Both instruments develop these melodic and rhythmic fragments, continuously
intertwining without ever seeming to meet. In contrast to the dark musings of the opening movement, the
second is dancelike in spirit. Yet the mood is far from gay, suggesting rather a dance of death or the cavorting
of diabolical creatures. Strong articulations, rhythmic intensity and aggressive double stops playing on two
strings at once give the music a powerful momentum. The short-short-long rhythmic pattern is much
exploited, becoming almost an obsession by the end until the music comes to an abrupt halt, as if the
diabolical dance were suddenly frozen in midtableau. The introspective final movement is equal in length to
the previous two. Also of interest in this long movement is the leisurely yet continuous momentum that unfurls
across its fifteen-minute span, with no more than two or three very brief pauses. Aside from the opening viola
passage and its substantial cadenza in the middle, both instruments play continuously, yet never concurrently,
the same material. Their mournful, meditative dialogue unfolds as two independent yet complementary
strands.
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The list includes works in which the viola is a featured instrument: viola solo, viola and piano, viola and orchestra,
ensemble of violas, etc. Catalogue number, date of composition and publisher (for copyrighted works) are also included.
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Shostakovich's last work, the Sonata For Viola And Piano Op, is a superbly crafted Sonata in three movements with,
unusually, a slow Adagio movement for the third. It was dedicated to the violist Fyodor Druzhinin, a professor .
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An updated edition of Poulenc's Sonata for Clarinet and Piano, edited by Millan Sachania. The piece is dedicated to the
memory of Arthur Honegger, and was first performed at Carnegie Hall, New York by Benny Goodman and.
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This challenging piece for viola and piano in the jazz idiom was completed in An excellent addition to the repertoire of
advanced students, the piano accompaniment is also of an advanced difficulty level.
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The list below includes all pages in the category "For viola, piano".This includes works originally scored for viola and
piano. See also For viola, piano (arr), For violin, piano, Scores featuring the viola, For viola, orchestra.
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Claude Debussy's Sonata for flute, viola, and harp () is the second entry in a projected series of six chamber sonatas (of
which the composer completed only three).
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